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This workbook is a tutorial on some of the things that make it easier to
work on the command line and some of the more powerful things you can do
on the command line. As with the first workbook I recommend that you take
the time to work through the examples to get a feeling for how things work. I
have also included some questions and prompts, again, to prompt you to take
a look at the tools and ideas. Sometimes the answers to the questions will be
fairly direct from the workbook and some will require some extra research on
your part. The prompts will encourage you to try things for yourself.

This workbooks assumes that you are comfortable doing basic tasks on the
command line as complicated as copying, reading and editing files. Workbook
1 in this tutorial series provides an introduction to this material.

1 Better Command lining for Longer Lasting
Fingers

One of the main things computer scientists and programmers are interested in
is finding the most elegant solution possible. In the mathematical and computer
science context elegance refers to finding the simplest solution to a problem that
still completely solves the problem. When you are designing a program or an
algorithm, you’ll want to find elegance in your solution. When you are working,
though, you should also look for elegance in your process and this section is
intended to help you find the more elegant way to get things done. This section
should help you find a foot hold on the path to elegance.

This section also talks a lot about the behaviours that the command line does
for you. It’s important that you know that there are actually a lot of different
programs that offer command lines in the *nix environment. These programs
are called shells and the most common shell currently is called Bash. Bash as
the shell is responsible for taking the commands you type on the command line
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and figuring out which commands should be run and what information those
commands need.

1.1 Tab Completion

The most important thing you need to know about is tab completion. When
you’re entering a command you can hit the tab button to ask the shell to fill in
the rest of the command for you. If the shell can figure out what the rest of the
command should be it will fill it in. If the shell can’t figure out what comes next
you can hit the tab button to see what options there are that would complete
the command.

Let’s look at this first in our text files directory. If we want to see what’s
in short file.txt we need to type the command:

$ less short file.txt

but, tab completion can save us typing. Try putting in:

$ less s

and then hit the tab key. The shell will fill in:

$ less short file.txt

for us.
You can also use tab completion to complete commands, (although because

there are usually a lot of commands in the PATH this is often a little less
helpful). Try typing:

$ les

and hitting tab, then the shell will fill in less for us. Try it again with just:

$ le

Hitting tab this time won’t do anything because there are actually 10 com-
mands that start ‘le’. If you hit tab again, you can see them all listed.
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$ le

leafpad lefty lessecho lesspipe.sh lex

leaftoppm less lesskey let lexgrog

The shell will also give you the list of potential arguments. Go to your home
directory and try it with cd and Directories starting with the letter D

1.1.1 Questions

1. When you are entering a command and hit tab, where does Bash look to
find the possible commands to complete what you’re typing?

1.2 Last Command

The next trick lets us use the commands we’ve used before. First let’s use the
history command to see the commands we’ve already used:

$ history

1190 cd text file/

1191 ls

1192 less short file.txt

1193 less

1194 le

1195 cd

1196 cd D

1197 history

That’s not too helpful, although it can sometimes be useful.
What we really want to do is to is use our old commands and we can do

that using the up-arrow key. Hit that key and it will let you cycle through your
old commands (and you can use the down arrow key to go back), then can hit
enter to run the command, just as if you’d typed it yourself. This will let you
save yourself a significant amount of typing when you are doing the same tasks
over and over again.

The up-arrow trick works well as long as you are doing the same tasks over
and over again. Sometimes though you’ll need to invoke a command that you
haven’t used for a while. In those cases you can press ctrl-r to invoke “reverse-
i-search” this lets you start entering any command and if you’ve used it before
it will appear exactly as it was when it was last invoked.
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1.3 Clear

From time to time you might also want to get rid of all the text in your terminal
get a clean start. The clear command will do that, leaving you with just a
prompt at the top of the terminal. Note that it doesn’t change the scroll buffer,
so all of the things printed to the terminal before are still there, just hidden
above (scroll up to see them again).

Sometimes you will have to run commands that output a lot of stuff
to the terminal. When you’re doing this regularly it can sometimes
be difficult to tell the difference between one run and another. clear

doesn’t help with this since it only hides things, so people will often put
several blank returns between their long commands.

1.4 Wildcards

Sometimes you need to do something to a lot of files all at the same time.
With cat for example we can print out the contents of all three of our files in
text files directory with the command:

$ cat short file.txt medium file.txt long file.txt

but we can also tell the shell to figure out the names of the files for us, using
wildcard characters. The most common wildcard character is the ‘*’ asterisk
(found on the same key as the character ‘8’), which can be replaced with any
string of characters. We can use the command:

$ cat *.txt

Now instead of having to list out all of our files by hand Bash, looks at all
of the files in the current directory and determine which ones have have names
that where replacing the ‘*’ character in the argument will result in a match.
In our case it finds that it can replace the ‘*’ with short file medium file and
long file. Bash builds a list out of these files that match and then invokes cat

with that list as arguments.

There are a few other wildcard characters, most notably ‘?’ which re-
places only a single character. If you’d like to learn more you can look
up Unix globbing patterns. Which I mention mostly because globbing
is a fun term.
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1.4.1 Questions

2. What does the * wildcard character do?

3. What does the ? wildcard character do?

1.5 Standard Input, Standard Output and Standard Error

The command line commands in *nix need a way to get information from you
and for you to get information to them. This is where Standard Input, Standard
Output and Standard Error come in.

Standard input covers all of things that you type into the system. Usually
the shell grabs standard input and directs it onto the command line, but other
commands can access standard input as well.

Standard output covers all of the things that commands want to print to the
terminal. When you see text after a command (when you run ls for example),
that is the program printing to standard output.

Standard error covers all of the things that commands need to print when
things go wrong. When you see an error message after you run a command
(like if you try to copy a directory without -r) then that gets sent to standard
error. Right now it’s a little hard to tell standard output from standard error,
but we’ll look more at that in the next section.

To play with standard input, let’s borrow the wc command. wc counts
the number of lines, words and characters in a file, or entered into it through
standard input.

Let’s start by taking a quick look at wc in action, go to the text files we
used for workbook1 and run wc on long file.txt

$ wc long file.txt

19731 243681 1324864 long file.txt

There wc shows you the number of lines, then the number of words and then
the number of characters in long file.txt. To do this wc reads all of the file
until it gets to a special character called EOF (which stands for End of File).
EOF never gets printed, but, like newline, it exits in the file and lets programs
know when it’s the end. Once wc sees the EOF it knows it’s finished and it
prints all of the counts to the standard output.

We can also run wc without giving it a file. Then it will take input from
straight from standard input.

4. Name two ascii symbols that are not printed when you read a file? (Other
than EOF).
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$ wc

Hello World

How many words is this?

Here I put in “Hello World” and then hit enter and put in “How many
words is this?”. Now we have a problem though, how do we tell wc that we’re
finished. Well there’s good news, we know that wc stops whenever it sees the
EOF character, so all we need to do is give it one of those. The command ctrl-d
sends an EOF to standard input for us. For some technical reasons you always
hae to put the EOF character on its own line, so hit return and then ctrl-d.

$ wc

Hello World

How many words is this?

2 7 36

Many *nix utilities rely on standard input and output to pass information
along to get things done. In the next section we’ll look at how we can manipulate
these three things to make our lives easier.

1.6 I/O Redirection

I/O (input/output) redirection lets us take standard input, standard output and
standard error and send them to places that are useful for us. I/O redirection
takes two forms file redirection and piping. We’ll look at file redirection first.

Again, from our text files directory. Let’s play around with cating our
files together. Last time when we ran:

$ cat *.txt

all of our output was dumped to standard output. If we just wanted to read
the output that might be ok, but cat can print faster than we can read and
all of our files together are more text than our terminal can display. Since this
makes things difficult, we can use file redirection to send our standard output
to a file rather than the terminal. We do that using the ‘>’ character and then
giving it the name of a file to write the output in.

$ cat *.txt > huge file.txt
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You’ll notice that cat didn’t give any input to the terminal. That’s because
all of the output went to the new file. You can list the directory you can see
that the new file has been created and you can use less to read through it.

When you use the ‘>’ symbol, the new output always overwrites the file,
replacing everything in it. If you want to add to the existing contents of
that file you can tell it to concatenate instead by using the ‘>>’ symbol.
This adds the new output to the file rather than clobbering it.

You can direct files into standard input for commands using the ‘<’ symbol.

$ wc < huge file.txt

19793 244923 1332948

This may not look too strange since we can give wc a file name already.
When we give wc a file name it opens that file and then reads it to find the word
count. However wc can also read directly from standard input in the same way
it does when we type in it directly.

We have now been able to take the standard output from one command and
save it to a file, and we have taken a file and used it as the standard input for
another command. We can skip the middle step of saving a file and use piping
to connect the standard output of one program into to the standard input of
another. We pipe programs together with the ‘pipe’ character ‘—’ which usually
lives on the ‘ḱey of your keyboard.

$ cat *.txt | wc

19793 244923 1332948

This can then be repeated as necessary to build up as complicated a tool as
you need. *nix utilities are designed to handle standard input and output this
way to allow this chaining.

It frequently goes unmentioned, but you can also redirect standard error
as well. You can redirect your error messages using 2>. You can redirect
both standard output and standard error with &>.

1.6.1 Questions

5. What is a command using piping that will show how many files are in a
directory?

6. What happens if you pipe the output of wc into wc?
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1.7 Making Things Stop

Some times you will have programs that are not doing what you want. Some-
times that’s because you changed what you wanted and it’s taking a long time
to do something you don’t want to do and sometimes that’s because you forgot
to increment a counter and your new program is running in an infinite loop.

Sometimes giving a program the end of file command symbol good enough
to make it stop, so our friend ctrl-d can come in hand to stop some run away
programs. This usually only works when the command is looking at standard
input and waiting for new input, if it isn’t looking or has a lot of input to process
yet this may not stop your program.

The next way to stop a program is to interrupt it. We do this using the
key combination ctrl-c. This stops most programs very quickly as it makes the
program stop whatever it’s currently doing and handle the interruption. If the
program doesn’t do anything special when interrupted the shell will automati-
cally shut it down.

The trouble is that some programs do do something special when interrupted
and can continue running. In these cases you can use the key combination ctrl-
z. This tells the program to stop and unlike when we interrupt it, the command
can’t do anything when this happens. This spends the program and you can
either start it again using the fg command or you can kill it using the command
kill %1.

This leads into a lot of other cool things you can do with the processes in
your *nix environment, but those are beyond what we’ll cover in this tutorial.

1.7.1 Questions

7. What do the fg and bg commands do?

8. How to you send a command to the background when you invoke it?

2 Aliases

Sometimes there are commands that we use over and over again. We have the
option to go back through history to find them, but some times we’d like to
find more finger friendly ways to invoke them. Fortunately we can use aliases
to make our own commands.

The alias command lets you set a new command and assign it to a command
you could write on the command line. The format for the aliasing is alias

newcommand=’command’. Make sure you put the command in single quotes.
One of the common commands to alias is la to list all the files in a directory.

Normally we do this using ls -al. So let’s us alias command to assign ls -al

to la.

$ alias la=’ls -al’
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Now we can use la to list all of the files in a directory.

$ la

total 1316

drwxr-xr-x 2 tjkendon root 4096 Sep 24 19:58 .

drwxrwsr-x 3 tjkendon root 4096 Aug 29 13:41 ..

-rw-r--r-- 1 tjkendon root 1324864 Sep 1 11:44

long file.txt

-rw-r--r-- 1 tjkendon root 7419 Sep 1 11:46 medium file.txt

-rw-r--r-- 1 tjkendon root 665 Sep 1 11:46 short file.txt

You can see all the aliases you currently have by calling the alias command.
(Some aliases may be provided for you by our system administrators.

$ alias

alias apt-get=’printf ’’́Please make software requests to

help@cpsc.ucalgary.ca’ ’’

alias dnf=’printf ’’́Please make software requests to

help@cpsc.ucalgary.ca’ ’’

alias egrep=’egrep --color=auto’

alias fgrep=’fgrep --color=auto’

alias grep=’grep --color=auto’

alias l=’ls’

alias l.=’ls -d .* --color=auto’

alias la=’ls -al’

alias ll=’ls -l’

alias ls=’ls --color=auto’

alias vi=’vim’

alias what=’ps -ef | grep tjkendon’

alias where=’echo $HOSTNAME’

alias which=’(alias; declare -f) | /usr/bin/which

--tty-only --read-alias --read-functions --show-tilde

--show-dot’

alias xzegrep=’xzegrep --color=auto’

alias xzfgrep=’xzfgrep --color=auto’

alias xzgrep=’xzgrep --color=auto’

alias zegrep=’zegrep --color=auto’

alias zfgrep=’zfgrep --color=auto’

alias zgrep=’zgrep --color=auto’
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2.1 Saving your Aliases

The problem with setting your aliases on command line is that they disappear
when you close your current bash session. If you close your terminal, all of your
aliases will go away. Fortunately there is a configuration file that bash reads
every time it starts. That file lives in your home directory and is called .bashrc.

You can edit .bashrc using your preferred text editor. There are a bunch
of different things we can do with .bashrc, but for today we are only going to
look at saving our aliases. If you already have anything in your .bashrc file,
ignore it for now and just go to the bottom of the file.

Here we can enter our aliases using the same format we did when we entered
it on the command line, with one alias each line. For example my .bashrc

includes:

alias la=’ls -al’

alias ll=’ls -l’

alias where=’echo $HOSTNAME’

Once you’ve added your aliases to the .bashrc file, you won’t be able to
use them right away. Bash only check the .bashrc file as it starts running. So
to test your new aliases you will either need to close and reopen your terminal
window, or you can start another bash session by calling the command bash.

2.1.1 Questions

9. What are three aliases you think might be useful for your regular work?

3 SSH and Remote Access

Sometimes you will need to connect to a computer that has particular re-
sources and sometimes you will just want to be able to connect the depart-
ment computers without having to come into the lab. In these cases the
department Tech Support offers Remote Access using SSH. The department
Tech Support webpage has a section on remote access that you should read at
http://www.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/tech_support/services/remote_access.

On any *nix ssh is provided by a group called OpenSSH. You can connect to
any computer that you know the hostname of or that you know the IP address
of. The format for the command is ssh <hostname>. If your username is not the
same on the computer you are connecting to you will need to identify yourself
as <username>@<hostname>.

One of our compute servers is named csc.cpsc.ucalgary.ca and we can connect
to it using the command:
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ssh csc.cpsc.ucalgary.ca tjkendon@csc.cpsc.ucalgary.ca’s

password:

ssh checks to verify that the computer it is connecting to is the computer it
expects. The first time it will tell you that the authenticity of the host can’t be
established and ask you if you want to continue. In this case we know csc and we
know we can trust it so we can continue. Sometimes ssh may tell you that the
RSA fingerprint has changed and in that case you may want to check with the
department to ensure that there’s nothing fishy going on with the connection.

ssh may ask you for your password (this will depend on where you are), you
can enter your computer science account password.

When you are connected to ssh it will behave (almost) exactly like it does
when you sit down at the terminal in the lab. You may notice a few places
where things are slower, and, depending on your client, you may find that you
need to handle copying and pasting slightly differently (especially with PuTTy).

When you are finished with your ssh session use the command exit to quit
the session.

3.1 scp

We can also copy files between computers using scp secure copy. scp follows
the same format as cp where we have a source file and a destination file. The
difference here is that now we can specify a host name before a file name. For
example, if I wanted to copy a file called file.zip to my home directory on csc, I
would use the following command.

$ scp file.zip csc.cpsc.ucalgary.ca:~

tjkendon@csc.cpsc.ucalgary.ca’s password:

file.zip 100% 23KB 22.8KB/s 00:00

scp uses ssh to create its connections, so it will check the fingerprint of the
computer you are connecting and ask you for your password in exactly the same
way.

You won’t need to copy files between department machines because all
of those machines actually share the same file server. When you log into
any computer it creates a special link to your home directory which is
the same which ever machine your are using.
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3.2 PuTTY

PuTTY (http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/) is a ter-
minal for Windows that uses ssh to connect to *nix computers. PuTTY pro-
vides both the terminal you need to type in as well as the underlaying SSH
connection to the *nix computer. You can run PuTTY graphically in Windows
like any other program or from the Windows Command Line.

You should always make sure that you’re downloading PuTTY from the
url above to ensure that you are receiving the newest and most secure copy
of PuTTY that you can. PuTTY and all of it’s related programs are small
enough that they can be downloaded directly with no need to install them. I
usually create a PuTTY directory in the Program Files directory of my Windows
computer and then stash them there.

When run graphically, PuTTY allows you to put the hostname or ip of the
computer your are connecting to in the dialog that first appears when you open
it. Once it connects it will then ask you for your user name and password. As
with OpenSSH PuTTY will also track the different computers you connect to
and let you know if anything changes. You can add profiles in that initial dialog
to keep all of your connection information stored in PuTTY so that you don’t
need to enter it over and over again.

PuTTY also provides PSCP which is an implementation of scp for Windows.
You can run it either graphically or from the Windows Command Line. When
run graphically it provides a nice(ish) interface showing you all of your local
files on one side and the files on the remote computer on the other.

PuTTY is kept up to date with regular security updates, so I recommend
keeping it up to date for your own security.

In June 2015, Microsoft introduced an SSH client based on OpenSSH
to to windows PowerShell (not the Windows Command Line). At this
point I don’t know if it’s officially released and how well it works but it
may also be an option for Windows 10 users.

3.2.1 Questions

10. Use ssh to connect to the computer servers csb.cpsc.ucalgary.ca (which
runs Solaris) and csc.cpsc.ucalgary.ca (which runs Fedora Linux).
Run ls on each and look at the manual for ls on each. Describe the
differences.

11. Try using scp to copy a file between your current computer can csc. As
mentioned it won’t look too much different than copying it, but it’s good
to get a feeling for how the command works.
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4 How to Hand Things In

One of the most important things that every student needs to be able to do
is hand things in efficiently. Usually you will hand in computer science assign-
ments, using either, D2L, for electronic submissions or the assignment dropboxes
(on the 2nd floor of Math Science), for physical submissions. Sometimes you
might need to hand in your assignment in other ways, such as by e-mail. Your
instructor will outline how to hand things in as a part of your assignment. If you
have questions you should always start by asking your TA or your instructor.

Regardless when you’re handing things in there are some common things
that you should keep in mind.

4.1 Organizing Files

The first thing to do is to make sure that your files are nicely organized. Gen-
erally when you are working you should keep seperate In first year courses you
will often need to hand in only a single file, but that file should still be orga-
nized for your TA. You may have specific instructions, but generally you should
remember to remove any unnecessary parts of your file . You should also make
sure that you put your name and student ID in the file along with a description
of what its for (which assignment). Also make sure that your assignment is as
readable as possible.

If you are handing in more than one file, make sure that each of your files
are cleaned up as if you were submitting just one, but also make sure that
you remove any old versions of your assignment and any other files you might
have been using but aren’t needed for the final version. Also make sure that
you clean up the temporary files that your text editor may leave behind, either
temporarily or permanently (remember to check for hidden files that start with
a “.”.

4.1.1 Questions

12. If you don’t already have one, create a directory hierarchy that
makes sense to you for the courses you have this semester.

4.2 Collecting Files

When you are handing in a single file, either through D2L or by e-mail it’s
usually ok to hand that file in on it’s own. When you have several files you
should put them in an archive to keep them organized. There are two common
ways to make an archive on *nix, if you are using another operating system
.zip is the best option.

4.2.1 zip

.zip is a very common archive and compression format. Because it is common
it’s generally the least hassle for TAs and instructors to handle. On *nix the
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zip and unzip utilities allow you to quickly make compressed archives that are
easy to hand in.

4.2.2 Questions

13. How to you include files in directories in a zip archive?

14. Create a zip archive of the files in text example.

4.2.3 tar

tar is one of the oldest archiving utilities for *nix. Tar create archives of files
(called tarballs) that can be either compressed or uncompressed. You should
know a little bit about tar because it’s the *nix standard, but for handing in
files, most often .zip will be more useful (always remember to ask your TA or
instructor).

4.2.4 Questions

15. How can you compress a tar archive?

16. How do you list the members of a tar archive?

17. What does the tar option –file do?

18. Create a tar archive of the files in text examples.

Occasionally you may need to handle a tarball on Windows. The utility
7zip is often used to do this.

5 Webpages

The last thing we’re going to take a look at in this module is how to put files
on the world wide web. There are a lot of services and ways to get things on
the web, but conveniently the department provides a way that’s built right into
your home directory.

The department provides good instructions on how to turn on your www

directory at http://www.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/tech_support/services/www.

5.0.5 Questions

19. What pages will the web server look for by default when it looks in a
directory?
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5.1 Everything that goes on the web goes there FOR-
EVER

One thing you should always keep in mind that anything you post on the Internet
is likely to be there forever. This can include putting up your own webpages (like
we’re doing here) or anything you post to any kind of a service, like Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram or Snapchat. Archives, backups, screen shots and copies
exist of everything and, either intentionally or accidentally, even things that
look private or look to have been deleted years ago can reappear.

When you use the Internet it’s up to you to think about and choose the
amount of your privacy you would like to give up. It’s also important to re-
member than when you share anything, anyone could see it now or in the future.
An important part of being professional is knowing what can be said publicly
and what’s best kept to your self.

5.2 File Permissions

When you look at the department’s instructions on setting up, you’ll notice that
one of the things it needs you to do is to change the file permissions on your
www directory (and the files in it).

*nix keeps track of who is allowed to access a file by using a string of bits.
When you use the command ls -l you can see a bunch of letters on the left
side of the list that show you those permissions. The first character is either a
- or a d which says whether an entry is a directory or not. We’re much more
interested in the next nine characters, which go together in groups of threes.
For each file it’s permissions can be set for the user who owns it, the group it
belongs to and the world. Each of these permissions is described in three ‘bits’,
first the read bit (- or r), second the write bit (- or w) and third the execute
bit (- or x). If a bit is set, then the letter is shown and it it isn’t set then you
see a -.

The command chmod is used to modify the permissions on the file. You can
use it either by giving it three octal numbers that describe the bits that should
be written or by giving it a list of permissions to change.

The man page for chmod is not the most intuitive place for a beginner
to start. Look online for a resource that gives some better explanations
and examples.

5.2.1 Questions

20. Who can read a file with the permission bits rw-r--r--?

21. What are the file permissions of a file after the command chmod ug=rw?
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5.3 HTML

Webpages are written in HTML, Hyper Text Markup Language. HTML allows
you to structure your document, include necessary information, create links to
other documents and add media elements. The style of webpages is written
in another language, called Cascading Style Sheets. These describe how the
different parts of a webpage should be displayed.

There are a lot of good resources available both in books and on the web
that can provide a good introduction to creating webpages.

5.3.1 Questions

22. Create an introduction webpage that includes a heading and a
paragraph introducing yourself. Show me when you’re finished.
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